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    SAN JOSE, Calif., Aug. 7 /PRNewswire-FirstCall/ -- LogicVision, Inc. 

 (Nasdaq:   LGVN), a leading provider of semiconductor test and yield learning 

 solutions, today announced a successful collaboration with DA-Test to 

 enable low cost, high accuracy testing of high speed 

 serializer/deserializer (SerDes) circuits. Using LogicVision's new ETSerdes 

 embedded test Intellectual Property (IP), DA-Test and LogicVision have 

 successfully tested 3.2 Gbps SerDes semiconductor devices on low cost 

 Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) without the need for costly high-speed 

 SerDes instrumentation. 

     The 2005 International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) 

 highlighted the dramatic growth in industry use of high-speed SerDes I/O 

 devices, as well as increases in both data rates and lane counts of these 

 devices. The conclusion was a need for low cost parametric test for high 

 performance I/O channels such as PCI-Express, Ethernet, and SATA. 

     "The semiconductor manufacturers' concerns with SerDes test are: the 

 high cost of testing, the time it takes to bring these devices to market, 

 and the loss in yield caused by wider design and test guardbands 

 necessitated due to inaccuracies in off-chip instrumentation," said Farhad 

 Hayat, VP of Marketing at LogicVision. "In response to these concerns, 

 LogicVision has developed the ETSerdes IP solution to enable the testing of 

 any-speed SerDes semiconductor devices on low cost ATE." 

     "We see high demand for test development services for multi-gigabit 

 SerDes devices, and our customers require accurate, robust, low-cost 

 production test technologies," said Sam Ho, President/CEO at DA-Test. 

 "LogicVision's ETSerdes IP provides a great cost savings opportunity for 

 semiconductor design teams using SerDes." 

     Using LogicVision's ETSerdes IP in an off-the-shelf FPGA, DA-Test 

 implemented at-speed I/O tests that measure waveshape, jitter, and jitter 

 tolerance parameters, with production test times. DA-Test was able to 

 measure rise and fall times in the 100 ps range using the ETSerdes offset 

 voltage injection and pulse width measurement technique. HF jitter in the 

 3~5 ps RMS range was measured within the chip's receiver using the ETSerdes 

 golden PLL-comparable method, and all tests were measured with 

 sub-picosecond accuracy and repeatability. All test patterns were generated 

 automatically by LogicVison's ETSerdes application software and DA-Test 

 verified that measurement values could be compared on-chip to shifted-in 

 test limits. 

     The ETSerdes provides a high accuracy solution that allows testing any 

 SerDes device at any serial data rate on low cost ATE. Additionally, 

 because ETSerdes can be on-chip, it provides this sub-picosecond accuracy 

 at wafer probe, package, board and system test. 

     Based on the success of this project, DA-Test is now able to provide 

 test development services for low cost testers and multi-gigabit SerDes ICs 

 that incorporate LogicVision's embedded SerDes test. 

     About LogicVision, Inc. 

     LogicVision, Inc. provides unique test and yield learning solutions in 
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 the design for manufacturing space. These capabilities enable its 

 customers, leading semiconductor companies, to more quickly and efficiently 

 learn to improve product yields. The company's advanced Design for Test 

 (DFT) product line, ETCreate, works together with ETAccess and SiVision 

 yield learning applications to improve profit margins by reducing device 

 field returns, reducing test costs, and accelerating both time to market 

 and time to yield. LogicVision solutions are used in the development of 

 semiconductor ICs for products ranging from digital consumer goods to 

 wireless communications devices and satellite systems. LogicVision was 

 founded in 1992 and is headquartered in San Jose, Calif. For more 

 information visit www.logicvision.com . 

     About DA-Test, Inc. 

     Since 2002, DA-Test has been delivering a comprehensive range of 

 test-centric IC services. Using leading-edge equipment and tools, DA-Test 

 provides DFT and test development solutions complemented by strategic 

 services including reliability qualification, low volume production, and 

 high volume production implementation at subcontractor sites. Our unique 

 approach provides integrated test expertise across the entire design and 

 product lifecycle, enabling unparalleled test excellence for our customers. 

 With over a century of semiconductor industry management experience, 

 DA-Test's deep engineering expertise in RF, mixed signal, and high-speed 

 digital test addresses markets including telecoms, enterprise, consumer 

 electronics, military and medical applications. DA-Test serves a global 

 customer base across the full breadth of semiconductor business models, 

 from fabless semiconductor companies to integrated device and systems 

 manufacturers. For more information visit www.da-test.com . 

     Forward Looking Statements 

     Except for the historical information contained herein, the matters set 

 forth in this press release, including statements as to the expected 

 benefits of partnering with DA-Test, and incorporating ETSerdes with 

 DA-Test technologies, are forward-looking statements within the meaning of 

 the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking 

 statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual 

 results to differ materially, including, but not limited to, the risk that 

 the expected benefits of partnering and incorporating ETSerdes with DA-Test 

 technologies will not lead to the benefits that were expected by 

 LogicVision, and other risks detailed in LogicVision's Form 10-Q for the 

 quarter ended June 30, 2006, and from time to time in LogicVision's SEC 

 reports. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date hereof. 

 LogicVision disclaims any obligation to update these forward-looking 

 statements. 

  

  

 

SOURCE LogicVision, Inc. 
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